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LettersCONCORDj TDear Concord& Readers,       CONCORD
I regret I was unable to attend the Andrew S.
concord@luthersem. edu
AJOurnahstic Ministry Of Students at Luther Seminary g 651. 647. 1105Burgess lecture this year, but the commute was just
December 7, 2002 St Paul, Minnesota Volume 32, Number S a little too far. However, I was struck by something
that Rev. Dr. Phillip Baker talked about in your Managing Editor
article in the Oct. 22 issue.       Robert 0. Smith + M.Div. Senior
Baker expressed a concern about the genericis-
ing of our churches through a marketing model, or Layout& Design
as he put it"' The ` McDonaldization' of the Church Dan Ruen + MDiv.Middler
in North America." i agree that we do not want to
be creating generic congregations that are largely
The Concord is a bi-weeklyblind to the context in which they exist. However, I
wonder if we totally want to write off McDonald' s
publication prepared students
at Luther Seminary, 2481- Como
as a model all- together. I realize this sounds a bit Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55108 and
absurd, but hear me out for a moment. In travel-   reflects no official position of
ing around the country and I have visited ELCA Luther Seminary or the Evangelical
churches in the various communities in which I Lutheran Church in America
have lived and/ or visited I have been struck by how   (
ELCA). The Concord is distributed
solely in an electronic format.
most of the congregations are predominantly filled 2002- 2003, Luther Seminary. All
with white, well-dressed, middle class folks who rights reserved.
have sent the children off to some other corner of Pemvssion is given for the
the church so they are not bothered, or the children duplication of this publication
don' t exist at all( especially after we graduate them
for the personal use of persons
from confirmation).  Yet in these various travels,   
associated with Taallow Seminary.No other use is
allowSeminary.
without
limited as they are, I have noticed that there are the expressed written consent of
all different kinds of people from people in suits to the publisher,  Luther Seminary.
little kids to dark skinned people wearing turbans.   Questions and comments may be
I have been particularly struck my the number of directed to the Managing Editor at
kids who long to go to McDonald' s and how often I   (
651) 641- 3260.
Readers are encouraged to
come across homeless, and people otherwise ostra-   interact with The Concord in a
T(( j cited by our society.     variety of ways.  Articles and
L.O1 V `.. l..d On the Inside When I look at this I am also called back to   ` Letters to the Editor' arc welcomed,
several different classes in which we have talked as are less formal responses
about Jesus coming to the people on the margins of
offered through our website. All
AVoice from the Sex and the Sem, Part V• society. Unfortunately my experience has told me
submissions should include the
author' s name, telephone number2Bush Asks; Is McDonald'
s17
At least we' ve resolved one that McDonald' s has done a better job of reaching and, if applicable, class standing.
Really That Bad?    issue this semesterl out to the margins than the congregations which I Submissions should be received
have attended. So is there something that we could in our mailbox in the Olson
learn from McDonald' s? Campus Center( 701), at our office,
Special Section—    Overseas Journal: Guilixson 10, or by e- mail.
The Land"' Reflections on Brett makes it back,   
The Managing Editor reserves3Brad Lindberg the right to publish,  edit,  or
Israel/ Palestine 19 lives to tell about it.    MDiv Intern disregard all submissions.
Nome, Alaska
lA f.
S pairingi By
rt  .    ith Continued from previoas page
ManaRobeging Editor,OThe CSmmoord
Standing in Solidarity and L/ n/ 1/ t Underdog.
The term carries within itself the context of a contest. Its use in reference
Y Y to this ongoing conflict reduces the struggle to a sporting event with clear winners and
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up thefoundations losers.
ofmany generations; you shall be called the repairer of the breach, the It is my conviction, however, that the legitimate disagreements between Palestine and
restorer ofstreets to live in. — Isaiah 58: 12 Israel do not constitute a zero-sum game in which there must be a winner and a loser.
Landes seems to assume that ` liberal' Christians who seek to stand with Palestinians
For fifteen days this past month, i had the privilege of traveling with are afflicted with a generic favor for the ` underdog,' a pathos that blinds us to presum-
a group of American Christians in and around the West Bank, the occu-      ably greater concerns.
pied territories of Palestine/ israel. it was nothing less than a life-Chang-   iii C.
ing experience. As Christians, our group did not travel
Palestine/ Israel— the slash between the two names is now stronger than ever as we in Palestine and Israel with merely par-
pass into the third year of this al-Agra Intifada with no detente in sight. For me, the tisan concerns. Instead, bolstered by the
slash— a breach— represents two things.  
strong voice of the International Solidar-
First, the slash corresponds to the horrible reality of Israeli Prime Minister Ariel ity Movement, we explored the land and
Sharon' s partition wall. Known officially as the ` security fence,' this concrete wall its people in a spirit of solidarity, enact-
has already begun slashing through Palestinian olive groves and uprooting Palestinian ing as best we could what Paul referred
cities, at many points well inside the Green Line border of 1967.       to as a ministry of reconciliation( 2 Cor-
While concrete, the wall provides a metaphor as well: when we fail to easily achieve inthians 5). This, I presume, is indeed a
reconciliation, we shall build an impregnable wall.      greater concern.
Many observers have concluded that both wall s--- concrete and metaphorical-- have We were invited to stand in solidar-
their foundations in religious conviction. The fact that radicalized forms of Islam and ity with the Palestinian people of Kufr
Judaism ( and increasingly, Western Christianity) have contributed to the intractable Quddum as they sought to reap the Boys re
the West Bank village of
their
is
nature of the conflict has diminished many peoples' hopes that religion can contribute harvest of olives their forefathers had
prepa to confront bulldozers on their land.
to its solution.       pruned and planted-- a harvest disrupted by the requirements of security issued by a
It is my conviction, however, that reminding people of the most basic principles of new Israeli settlement on their land.
their respective faiths will enable them to cooperate toward creating a sustainable, just We were invited to stand in solidarity with the Palestinian people of Jayyous as they
peace. The hope of a viable two-state solution, therefore, brings about a more positive desperately sought to change the course of Israel' s new ` security fence' to save their
interpretation of the slash Israel and Palestine, a division denoting civility and stability fertile land and living water, the lifeblood of their livelihood.
rather than the myopic self-interest of either side.   In the face of injustice, our Christian group watched as our Muslim hosts in the vil-
tai C*  lage of Jayyous turned to the East— away from military power-- to enact their Friday
Our pilgrimage in the land we call holy was flavored as well by the presence of yet prayers. This was the witness of peace, a just peace. This was the reclamation of human-
another slash one that brings with it its own myopia.  ity in the face of systemic dehumanization.
On Friday, Nov. 15, about halfway through our trip, Stephen Scott, Religion Editor Soon after, the teargas came. As I retreated up the mountainside, away from the
for the St. Paul Pioneer Press, published an extremely well-written and balanced report concussion grenades and rubber bullets, my eyes and none burning like never before, a
on conflicting motivations driving `conservative' and ` liberal' Christian interests in the young Palestinian man caught my arm and looked me straight in the face: " Thank you
conflict between Israel and Palestine.     for stand with us."
One of Scott' s sources was Richard Landes, Associate Professor of History at Boston As we visited the people of B' Tselem—The Israeli Information Center for Human
University and co- founder of its Center for Millennial Studies ( www.bu.edu/rnille).      Rights in the Occupied Territories—it became clear that we were standing in solidarity
We have a sort of fault line at work within Christianity that I would say is very disturb-      with them as well. Their large mailbox with its vandalized nameplate was the first thing
ing," Scott quotes Landes as saying. " The tendency of liberal Christians is to side with we noticed as we entered their otherwise peaceful office building.
the underdogs."    
Continued on nextPa8e
When we stood with the Women in
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Black in Hagar Square of Israeli West Jerusalem and silently held signs advocating the From Olive Grove to Naboth' s Vineyard
end of Israeli occupation in the West Bank, we did so to urge the reclamation of human-      By Charles P. Lutz
ity—for Israelis as well as for Palestinians. Theologians of liberation have long taught Churches for Middle East Peace
us that when the oppressor dehumanizes another the oppressor too is dehumanized.
Even while we recognized the right of all— individuals, communities and nations— to Restore to them, this very day, theirfieldv, their vineyards, their olive orchardv...and
fight in self-defense, we supported those Palestinians and Israelis who refused to be oil thatyou have been exactingfrom them.— Nehemiah 5: 11
another cog in the cycle of violence. We pray that all peoples of that land will no longer King Ahab V wife. lezebel said to him, `Do you now govern Israel? Get up, eat some
place their hopes of peace in the arms of violence.      food% and be cheerful; Iwill give you the vineyard ofNaboth the Jezreelite.'- 1 Kings
We were there to witness to justice. When Munib Younan, bishop of the Evangelical 21: 7
Lutheran Church of Jordan ( and Palestine), speaks to American Christian groups, he
urges them to be neither pro-Palestinian nor pro- Israeli, but to be pro-justice.    Fourteen of us took part in a visit to the Holy Land during the middle two weeks of
By acting for justice and against the impulse of dehumanization, we each reclaim the November. One arrived late, one spent 4 days in an Israeli prison( then returned to the
center of prophetic witness— for Judaism, Christianity and Islam alike. Only when that States early), and one devoted most of his time to pipe-organ work in Bethlehem. But
witness is proclaimed can the wound of the slash be healed.    most of us were there from 9 to 23 November and enjoyed the same remarkable pro-
gram. I stayed on for another 5 days, to attend an international media consultation. Our
t G group participants were:
Bruce& Cynthia Burnside of Madison, WI; ELCA Lutherans
The Land We Call Holy: Impressions Upon Return Darlene Cox of Northfield, MN; United MethodistGordon Hutchins of Tieton, WA; United Methodist
By Sister Rachel Mueller Chuck Lutz of Minneapolis MN; ELCA Lutheran and group organizer
MA Senior Greg Mueller of Ashby, MN; ELCA Lutheran
Rachel Mueller of St. Paul, MN; ELCA and Luther seminarian
Hope in the midst of hopelessness. Children living in the midst of children dying. June Prange of Minneapolis MN; ELCA Lutheran
Singing in the midst of annihilation. Government versus people. Hatred, fear, despair Roland Rutz of Morristown MN; ELCA Lutheran and organ builder
and death living side-by-side with plans for the future, creating spaces of peace and Robert Smith of St. Paul MN; ELCA and Luther seminarian
safety for children, dialogue, assertive action for justice; children, women, and men Carolyn Schurr of Minneapolis MN; ELCA Lutheran
standing unarmed against tanks, tear gas, M-16s, Apache helicopters, F-16s.     Caryn Stone of St. Paul MN; ELCA and Luther seminarian
Where is my nation when these injustices are borne by human beings not just in this Dale Stuepfert of Minneapolis MN; ELCA Lutheran
Holy Land, but around the globe?    Mark Wakefield of Madison Wi; Presbyterian
i am hit with the stark realization that European nations fund Palestinian renovation
and their citizens stand with Palestinians to protest the bulldozing of their homes and Why We Went
olive groves, join the international cry for justice and humane treatment of an entire We made the trip with two objectives: to be in solidarity with beleaguered Palestin-
people who are facing annihilation by the occupier. I see my tax dollars at work:$ 2B a ians during olive-harvest season; to meet with and learn from both Israeli and Palestin-
year go to the Israeli government for military purposes, and$ 2B are used for items such ian peace people and Christian leaders.
as the new Israeli colonies being built illegally throughout the land given to Palestine We had a third motivation. We wanted in a small but intentional way to be a Christian
and beautiful Israeli highways that would make Minnestoans jealous— and a wall, a
presence from the USA in contrast to the large numbers of Christian Zionist believers,
wall going up that will separate a people from its fertile land, olive groves, and sources
mostly from our country, who stream into the Holy Land to proclaim support for Israeli
of water... and their loved ones on the other side. $0 American tax dollars to the Pales-      
government occupation and colonization policies. These fundamentalists are a striking
tinian people.       
offense to the small Christian minority in Palestine and Israel, with whom they never
And, again, where is my nation? Where are the dissenting American voices decrying seem able to meet, and a profound embarrassment to many Christians world-around.
the horror in this region that continually violate every international law? Our two weeks were divided almost
Deja Vu: El Salvador, 1985.    
equally between the two chief objectives,      
Continued on neat page
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first harvesting olives, second meeting with peace advocates. Woven in and around kind of buffer between the contending parties and, at times, to negotiate with the Israeli
these activities were more conventional pilgrim visits to biblical sites. Occupying Force.
We completed our training on Tuesday morning and received our assignment. The
Week One—Olives dozen of us participating would be split into two groups of six and assigned to a pair
Sunday morning the 10th was given to worship and fellowship with the English-      of villages between Nablus and Qalqiliya: Kufr Laqif and Kufr Qaddum. Each has an
language congregation at Lutheran Church of the Redeemer in Jerusalem' s Old City.      Israeli colony adjacent. We were bused north to that locale Tuesday afternoon and taken
The ELCA pastors serving there, Michael and Susan Thomas, happened to be in the to the homes of Palestinians for evening meal and overnight.
States and had invited our group to provide worship leadership. Pr. Bruce Burnside Wednesday we spent picking olives with Palestinians. We learned of the traditional
preached, on the challenge of waiting for the Bridegroom to come( Matthew 25). We importance of olives to the rural Palestinians, in both economic and cultural terms. We
enjoyed socializing later with the variety of I
i learned that most of the Palestinian olives are pressed into oil. We learned that most vil-
attenders, including several from the Christian i)  lages have their own presses( and observed that process in the evening). We learned that
Peacemakers Team, up from Hebron. We had the crop is especially good this year, a blessing for the shriveled Palestinian economy.
been invited to have lunch at the nearby apart-   While picking we had no confrontation with nearby settlers.
ment of Carmen and Michael Zoughbi, just off
the Via Dolorosa. Michael, having enrolled a Week On" mall Word Dept.
son in early fall at Oak Grove Lutheran High i  At day' s end,  though,  the Kufr
in Faro was still in the US on a marketing     Fargo,       S   F 1 E .  Qaddum group tried to return to our vrl  '
trifor an olivewood-carvers cooperative. We =«       a•p age by walking across a short segment
had a fine meal and conversation with Carmen F, a few hundred meters) of the adjacent
and the Zoughbi children, and with three other settlement, rather than go the long way
guests, Catholic priests from the ecumenical around by motor vehicle. At the colony
study center, Tantur.       gate security guards said our villagersr
Early Monday we traveled to Beit Sahour,    i4 ti could pass through but that we intema-
just east of Bethlehem, for a full day of training tionals could not, because" you don' t live y
in non-violent action within conflict situations. there." When we said we WERE residing A neighbor prepares to pack out part of the
it was arranged by the Palestinian Center for there tonight, staying villagers, thewagers      day' s harvest on his donkey. Until the nearbyRapprochement and provided by the Interna-   colony security guards seemed shocked. Israeli settlement blocked motorized traffic
tional Solidarity Movement. ISM is a coalition Group leader Chuck Lutz picks olives Israeli military appeared and gave us the
of organizations committed to offering accom- near the Palestinian village of Kufr same answer: No Passage. Our ISM staff
to the olive groves, this work was done with
paniment by internationals with Palestinian Gaddum as the matriarch of the group's person, Patrick, got on his mobile phone
actors.
people.    host family works in the background.  to the office of the Israeli occupation civil authority, seeking a pass- through directive.
The particular campaign we were to join Meanwhile, we engaged some of the guards in conversation. One young soldier( he
had focused since mid-October on presence with Palestinian olive harvesters in the looked to be about 19 or 20) was particularly eager to tell us how wrong we were." We
West Bank. The campaign was organized because many of the groves located near hate these people," he said, referring to the local Palestinians. " And when you corm to
Israeli colonies( settlements) had suffered harassment by settlers. Some trees had been side with them, we hate them even more. You should go back where you came from and
uprooted, others were picked by Israeli colonists, and in still other groves the Israelis mind your own business."
tried to prevent Palestinians from harvesting, saying the land from the sea to the Jordan Robert Smith, a Luther seminarian in our group, engaged the young soldier with
River and all its fruit had been promised forever by God to Jews, the descendants of some Hebrew language, said his sons had Hebrew names( Caleb and Zion), and the con-
the original Chosen People. The Israeli military, supposedly present to keep the Israelis tact became more human. When we told him we came from Minnesota, in the USA' s
and the Palestinians from confrontation, more often than not sided with the colonists upper-middle, the soldier said he had a brother in Iowa. i told him I'd spent all my
and told the rightful harvesters to leave school years through college in Iowa and
their fields. We internationals were to be a Continued on nest page
Continued on nest page
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asked where his brother was. He could not name the city, so I listed, like a lyric from included a local Palestinian, a young Israeli, and Darlene Cox, a member of our group
The Music Man," the major cities:  Des Moines, Dubuque, Sioux City, Davenport,      who has lived in Northfield, Minnesota, for many years but holds Canadian citizenship.
Mason City. Nope, none of those. We then had a victory parade on the streets of Jayyus. That evening, we strategized for
Then it hit me: " Is it Postville?" The soldier grinned. " That' s it, where they have another demonstration on Friday morning.
cows"( and his arms went out as though to envelope the back of a broad bovine). His When bulldozers did not appear at the
brother is part of the Lubavitcher community, a zealously orthodox group that moved site of Thursday' s demonstration, it was
from Brooklyn to Postville in the late `$ 0s, took over an unused slaughter-house, and X decided to go to another location of wall
started processing kosher meats. Stephen Bloom tells the story in his 2000 book" Post-   t t to ,    e °* " work, on the other side of Jayyus. The
ville: a Clash of Cultures in Heartland America." I told the soldier I knew Postville and iibulldozers were at work and left immedi-
surrounding territory well, that a great-uncle had once operated a photographic studio 4 ate)  when we appeared. But then Israeli
there, that it' s historical)  a German Lutheran community, and that I drive through it
y pp
y 3' g l    military showed up in significant numbers.
every time we travel to where a son lives in eastern Iowa. He' d wartned to us by now a,  There was a standoff for a couple of hours.
and we exchanged more pleasantries. Then word came from the Israeli civil authority n       "  r The villagers sang and shouted slogans
that we should be allowed to pass through the colony. The young soldier shook hands x denouncing the wall and the occupation.
with us and wished us well as we walked by.     Olive trees uprooted to make way for the A Friday morning Ramadan prayer period
partition wall. The group was told that the lasted for about 45 minutes. When it ended,
Week One—Demonstrating trees would be replanted in Israel proper.   the military announced that the demonstra-
That evening we moved to Jayyus,     r tion must disperse by 12:30 or force would be used. 12: 30 arrived, we did not leave, and
a town of some 3, 000 residents,  to the soldiers fired tear-gas at us.
the west, nearer the border with Israel Most of the demonstrators ran to escape the gaff. Many of those who remained in place
proper. The Israelis had cleared land for ff'  were taken into custody. They were 10 in all, the young Israeli who had helped plant
construction of a concrete wall right next r the olive tree, a Swede, a Canadian, a Spaniard, a Brit, two from the Irish Republic, and
to Jayyus. The location would be up to .       three Americans. One of the Americansi
five miles east of the Green Line, the was Gordy Hutchins, a United Method-
internationally recognized 1467 border ..r,     ist pastor from Washington state and my
between Israel and Palestinian territory. roommate. The arrestees were told they
It would place much fertile land, rich
Darlene Cox of Northfield, center, plants a were violating orders to leave a closed
olive groves, and precious water on the
military zone. Gordy was held in aprison
Israeli side of the wall, which would young olive tree with an
Israeli activist, right,
be near]  30 feet high. Villagers were
and a representative of the village of Jayyous.      at Ramla, south of Tel Aviv, for the next
y g g four days. He was able to have mobile 4
objecting to the wall' s location inside hone contact with us and ISM leaders.P The villagers of Jayyous-- directly in front of
Palestinian territory. It was not a security fence, they said, but patently another Israeli But he was not formally charged, had no Israeli Defense Force police—holding their
land grab. We were invited to participate in a demonstration protesting the wall set for hearing, and was unable to speak with Friday midday prayers on land cleared by
the next morning. The evening was given to a strategy session for villagers and interna-      attorneys. ISM did have lawyers working bulldozers for the partition wall.
tionals who would demonstrate.   from the outside, but there was no direct
Thursday morning we appeared, more than 100 of us, at a site which had been cleared contact with the prisoners.
and where bulldozers were expected to work that day. We formed a human chain across We were in phone and e-mail contact with ISM people, with various embassies, and
the cleared path When two bulldozers appeared, they turned and left rather than with media contacts. Robert Smith of our group handled the media part superbly well
approach our chain. We declared a victcrry; at least we had stopped work at that site for and stories soon appeared in the Holy Land, the US, Canada, and elsewhere. Our group
one day and had made our public statement. We then planted an olive tree in the cleared had been scheduled to travel by Friday evening to Nazareth, in the Galilee. We did so,
area, where many olive trees had been without Gordy, taking with us his luggage
bulldozed out earlier. The planting trio Continued on neat page
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and wondering when we would see him again. We stayed that night at the St. Gabriel
near Redeemer Church, with Pr. Susan Thomas, who had returned to Jerusalem in the
Guest House. Saturday morning, our bus with driver and guide from Jerusalem joined previous week. She and husband Michael have accepted calls to a joint parish/campus
us. We toured the biblical sites in Nazareth, Capernaum, the Mount of Beatitudes, and ministry in Hanover, New Hampshire. The ELCA is talking with the English- language
Tabgha that day, returning to Jerusalem by nightfall.    congregation about the kind of pastoral presence that is now needed.
The afternoon concluded with a visit to
Week Two—Bethlehem B' tselem, the Israeli Information Center on k .
Our second week began, again, with worship, this time at Evangelical Lutheran Human Rights in the Occupied Territories
g
Christmas Church in Bethlehem Enroute there, we visited the Deheishe Refugee They are a non-governmental agency that
Camp' s Ibdaa Cultural Center, which works with camp children on cultural programs has become a credible source of human rights
and international exchange. violations. They seek to document and report
F'
We were welcomed joyfully by Pastor Mith Raheb the facts, leaving direct advocacy on Israeli
and others at Christmas Lutheran. My congregation in government policy to others. That evening, Pr.
Minneapolis, Lutheran Church of Christ the Redeemer,      Mary Jensen, Bishop Younan' s communica-
had been in a partnership with Christmas Lutheran tion assistant, met with us. She is a US pastor
since 1989. In 1999 and 2000, LCCR members had on a two-year assignment by the ELCA Divi-
taken the lead in raising funds for restoration of the sion for Global Mission and is doing work that
Bethlehem church' s pipe organ, built by Germans in is much needed and highly valued.      
Three students from Luther Seminary
the late 19th century. Roland Rutz had reinstalled it Tuesday was another day in Jerusalem. We
made pilgrimage to PalestineAsrael:
at Christmas Church in time for Christmas Eve 2000 began with a visit to Augusta Victoria Hos- ( from left) Robert Smith, Caryn Stone,
service. He' d traveled with our group to replace a pital, the Lutheran World Federation facility
Rachel Mueller and her brother Greg
blown-out blower and do some tuning up, and had on the Mount of Olives that has been serving
stand with the Dome of the Rock in the
completed that work in the week previous. The instru-      Palestinians for half a century. Craig Kippels, background.
ment sounded magnificent. During the service, three a St. Paul native who is the hospital CEO and
from our group preached the sermon, based on our LWF representative in Jerusalem, talked about this unique ministry as we toured the
experiences of the week past. And I was surprised hospital. He reviewed the status of the Israeli government' s effort to tax the hospital,
n by a presentation making me an honorary member of which is a serious threat to the hospital' s future existence. He noted that among the US
Mitri Raheb, Pastor of Christ-    Christmas Church, " a new tradition we are establish-      
government voices protesting the taxing effort was the late Sen. Paul Wellstone of Min-
mas Lutheran Church in Beth-   mg today for special friends,  said Pr. Raheb. I said I
nesota. From the top of the Mount of Olives, we walked dawn the Palm Sunday Road
lehem, stands in what once was was honored and would accept as a representative of
to the Garden of Gethsemane, visiting a Russian Orthodox Church and the Church of
his office; bullet holes from all the sisters and brothers at LCCR in Minneapolis. 
All Nations.
the OF incursion of Bethlehem After worship and a tour of the church complex, the
earlier this year riddle the walls. leadership of Christmas Church hosted our group at a
Week Two   ' Whoring Around'
lunch. We then visited Manger Square and the Church The afternoon was given to a presentation and driving tour of the greater Jerusalem
of the Nativity, returning to our East Jerusalem hotel for dinner and overnight. area, led by Tanya Ayzikowich of the Israeli Committee Against House Demolition.
Tanya, a " Russian Jew" whose family came to Israel from the Republic of Moldova
Week Two-- Jerusalem a decade ago, told us of ICAHD' s work and showed examples of Israeli settlements
Monday was spent in Jerusalem. Kvork Hintillian, an Armenian Christian and histo-      colonizing Palestinian areas in East Jerusalem We visited a Palestinian family whose
rian, took us on a walking tour of the Old City. We met after lunch with Bishop Munib dwellings have been demolished more than once and whose new home under construc-
Younan of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Jordan ( and Palestine). He expressed tion is receiving ICAHD protection.
repeatedly his joy that we had come, his desire that many other such groups would The tour gave flesh to the reality that, throughout Palestinian territory, in clear
follow, and his hope for a just peace and reconciliation between Palestinians and violation of international law, Israelis are
Israelis. We had lunch at Papa Andreas,      Continued on next page building colonies and seeking to displace Continued on next page
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Palestinians from their land. And that by heavily subsidizing the Israeli government,      together Jews, Muslims, and Christians for reconciliation efforts consciously in the
we American taxpayers are helping to underwrite that colonization. It reminded one of tradition of the three Abrahamic faiths. He was one more example of the Israelis who
the story of Naboth' s vineyard in the Hebrew Scriptures( 1 Kings 21), how the power-      
are working for peace and whose activity is rarely reported in the US.ful rulers Ahab and Jezebel confiscate the property of the powerless Naboth. As Mitri
Raheb has written(" I Am a Palestinian Christian," Fortress, 1995):    Week Two—Tension in Bethlehem
Israel, with its plan to dispossess Palestinians of their land and its policy of estab- We were scheduled for a full day in Bethlehem on Thursday the 21st. Just as we
lishing settlements, is in the tradition of Jezebel, ... not in the tradition of the God of
were about to leave our East Jerusalem hotel, we learned that a suicide bus-bombing in
Israel....The present Israeli policy could be likened to whoring around with other gods.      West Jerusalem had killed 10, including several school children. It was reported that theIt is a regression into Canaanite customs, where the desires of the state know no bounds
bomber was from Bethlehem and that the Israelis might reoccupy that city.
and the laws are bent accordingly."  We decided to keep to our schedule and were able to enter Bethlehem with no dif-Over dinner, the founder of ICAHD, Jeff Halper, met with us. Jeff is a native of Hib-      
ficulty. We met at the YMCA Rehabilitation Center of Shkepherd' s Fields in Beitbing, Minnesota, and an academic who has taught at Ben Gurion University for many Sahour, learning of its work with persons
years. He has left teaching to serve fulltime with ICAHD, often traveling in Europe and
who have been permanently disabled during the Second Intifada. This is anotherNorth America to promote the work.      
program that has received financial support from the international Lutheran community.
Then we received word that Gordy Hutchins and two others still held in prison with On a visit to Bethlehem University we talked with several students and learned thathim would be released that evening. Several of us took a taxi to Ramla to receive them.      their school is the only Christian-sponsored( DeLasalle Order) institution among sevenWe delivered the other two, a Brit and a Swede, to St. George' s ( Anglican) Pilgrim
universities in the West Bank. A Catholic-sister friend in Minnesota, Florence Steichen,
House, and brought Gordy to our hotel. The Israeli authorities said they could not locate had served here as registrar for several years. Once again, we were struck by the manyhis passport, so Gordy went the next morning to the US Consulate in East Jerusalem,      Minnesota connections to the region.
talked at length with staff there, received a new travel document, and was advised to Then we headed to Christmas Lutheran' s Dar Al-Kalima School for lunch and a
leave for the States as soon as possible. The consulate people said that sometimes Israe-      
delightful visit with staff and students. The school now operates through Grade 10 and
lis will put an undercover" tail" on internationals who have been released from prison,      
plans to add two more grades in the next biennium. Students had prepared music and
watch for any minor violation( such as littering or jaywalking), then slap them back in drama presentations for us. The facility was completed within the past two years andjail. So Gordy did depart on the next available flight to Seattle. is adjacent to a still-building Health and Wellness Center, funded largely by the US
Lutheran Wheatridge Foundation. We next went with Carmen Zoughbi to the olive-
Week Two—A Tourist Break
wood workshop, to watch carvers at work. Many of us bought items.
Wednesday began for the rest of us with a visit to Talitha Kumi, the Lutheran school We had been hearing throughout the day of the expected military incursion intoin Beit Jala just west of Bethlehem We spoke there with Dr. Charlie Haddad, director of
Beth-
lehem, which could make it difficult for us to leave the City and return to Jerusalem.
schools for ELCJ. He had for many years been principal of the LWF vocational school
mid-afternoon Sandra Olewine, our program arranger, advised us by phone to leavein Beit Hanina, then served two years as principal of the Christmas Lutheran school in
hi
Bethlehem before dark. We decided to take her advice, which meant omitting our final
Bethlehem, landing in his present post within the past year. He described the educational Bethlehem stop. It was to have been at the Applied Research Institute, located just south
philosophy of the Lutheran schools, noting their commitment to peace/justice content,      
of the Bethlehem-Jerusalem checkpoint. We stopped at ARI to explain why we would
to use of all the arts, and to having Muslim and Christian students learning together,  not be staying for the presentation, and I left the honorarium we had planned to give.The rest of the day went to more conventional tourism We visited Masada the hilltop At the checkpoint, the Israeli military said we could not pass through. Our driver
site of Israeli resistance to Roman occupation in the first century of the common era. We
urged me to leave the bus and negotiate with the authorities. I said we were a US tour
swam/ floated in the Dead Sea.     
group and needed to return to Jerusalem. The commander said we did not have permis-And we visited Qumran, the archeological site where the Dead Sea Scrolls wererosion. I asked how we could get permission. He said he would need to phone higher-ups.
pace f
found
o
years ago. Going back into history for a day provided a welcome change of I urged him to do so. He told me to return to the bus and wait. In about 15 minutes he
m the intensities of the present.   
appeared at the bus and said he had secured permission for us to leave. Another soldier
That evening we met at the hotel with Eliyahu McLean, another Israeli fromAmerica then came on board and asked to see passports. The soldier asked why Carmen Zoughbi,
who is director of Peacemaker Com-       
who
on next page
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was on the bus. We said she was our guide-interpreter. The soldier took her papers,      (
Jericho was closed); with Rabbis for Human Rights( all were elsewhere engaged); and
consulted with other military types, then returned and said we could all go, including
With the Applied Research Institute of Jerusalem( needed to leave Bethlehem while the
Carmen. With relief we departed for Jerusalem. We learned later that the Israelis reoc-      getting
out was possible). We did not feel physically endangered at any point. But we
cupied Bethlehem after midnight, putting it under closure and curfew, which continues
got a first-hand feeling for the humiliation and dehumanization that is the regular lot of
to this moment 10 days later.      
our Palestinian sisters and brothers.
Our leamings were great. I would summarize them in these five categories:
Week Two—Another Demonstration
1. The Palestinians are enduring after 35 years of Israeli occupation. They are deter-
Friday the 22nd began over breakfast with Pr. Said Ailabouni, the ELCA staff person
mined to remain on their land( now just 22% of the British Mandate Palestine, and
for Middle East relationships. Based in Chicago, he is a native of Nazareth who attended
reduced even more by the illegal Israeli colonies occupying territory in East Jerusalem,
Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota, and went on to become a Lutheran pastor.      
Gaza, and the West Bank). They show remarkable spirit and hope for the future. One
of the Christian leaders told us that hope has become the central theological virtue for
He was in Jerusalem to meet with local church leaders and, learning of our group' s pres-
ence, asked to meet with us. We were pleased. He commended us for coming and urged
them." We take issue with St. Paul when he says in 1st Corinthians 13 that among faith,
us to go home and push for more such group visits.      
hope, and lave the greatest is love," he said. " For us, the greatest of these is hope. That
is what keeps us going."A scheduled meeting with Rabbis for Human Rights was canceled because all of the 2. There are many Israeli individuals and groups working for a just peace, for Pal-
rabbis were either traveling outside Israel or with olive harvesters in the West Bank.      
estinian human rights, and for a reconciliation between the two peoples. Their work
RHR had been an active presence with
olive harvesters throughout the campaign, another illustration of Israelis standing
deserves both support and media publicity within the US. It is not accurate to portray all
Israelis ( or all American Jews, for that matter) as enemies of the Palestinians. Meeting
with Palestinians against the oppression of their fellow Israelis.
many of the pro-peace with justice Israelis was a highlight of our visit. They are hardGila Svirsky met with us in the hotel to describe the work of the Joint Coalition of
at work also, as are many Palestinians, to combat the hatred that is growing on bothWomen for a Just Peace. She then led us to Hagar Square( Zarefat Square) in West Jeru-      
sides.
salem, where the Women in Black Vigil has happened every Friday noon for the past 3. We learned to value the Muslim traditions of many who hosted us. They were
couple of decades. Now replicated each Friday in many places around the world, includ-      
most hospitable and they invited us to join them in the actions of Ramadan. When with
ing St. Paul( corner of Snelling and University), the vigil is a silent protest against the them, we voluntarily chose to observe the daytime fasting, then joyfully entered with
occupation. We were invited to join and most of us had dressed in dark clothing for the them into the breaking of the fast with feasting at sundown. We enjoyed our conversa-
occasion. Our group stood, holding placards saying no to the occupation in Hebrew or tions about the common themes of the three Abrahamic monotheist faiths. We found the
Arabic or English, for the full hour. Much of the time we were engaged in conversation Muslims ( 98°k of the Palestinian people) to be sincerely and faithfully devoted to the
by angry Israelis( and one particularly hostile young American Jew from New Jersey).      
one God(" Allah" in Arabic) whom Christians worship as the Father of our Lord Jesus
We also received words and fingers from passing vehicles, especially taxi drivers. Talk-
ing with the Israeli worm about their commitment was a moving experience.
Christ and Jews follow as the One who will one day bring about a messianic age.
4, The tiny Christian minority is playing a vital role in many crucial ministries,
The afternoon was free and many used it for final sightseeing and shopping in and
around the Old City. We had our closing gathering just before dinner. Since I would be including
education, health care, and reconciliation work. It is simply grand to see such
examples of neighbor-love. These ministries receive a modest amount of financial sup-
staying for another five days, I said my farewells to the group and wished them success-
ful
more.
passage through the airport security procedures. The first departures for the Tel Aviv
committed to tri-faith activity and see themselves as bridge-builders between Jews and
airport were at 10 pm with others scheduled to leave the hotel at 2 am Muslims. They talk about the centrality of forgiveness that will be needed on all sides.
5. The Palestinians are profoundly grateful for accompaniment visits such as ours.
Conclusions
They find US government support of Israeli government policies despicable. TheyIt was a truly remarkable two weeks. We had all the exposures we had planned, and
more. Our program had been superbly arranged by the International Solidarity Move-      
wonder why American citizens, most notably the Christian right, support such US poli-
cies. They urgently asked that we return home, work to change those policies, recruit
ment and by Sandra Olewine of the International Center of Bethlehem. We missed
only three scheduled pieces: meetings with the Palestinian Authority representative in
other groups of Christians to visit, and keep them always in the prayers of our congrega-
tions and ourselves.
Jericho, a Lutheran named Sami Musallam Continued on next page Thanks be to God for the high privilege that was given to us all!
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The last in a series of conversations on human sexuality
by Keith Pearson Y
y
MDiv Senior
6y Leland vm6tht, Woiv Middler
On Monday, December 2nd Luther Seminary hosted the last in
a series of consultations addressing human sexuality. This week'sBrave New Workshop in Uptown is presenting their 2002 Holiday show:  My Big
theme was " Journey Together Faithfully: The ELCA' s Study of 1 Fat Lutheran Christmas. The play unleashes a blizzard of hilarious holiday hijinks from
Sexuality'   mistletoe mischief to Minnesota mothers. This fast-paced musical and sketch comedy
Dr. Terence Fretheim, Elva B. Lovell professor of Old Testament bundles brand new scenes from Christmas present to the most popular sketches from
was the event' s host and moderator. The guest speaker for this conver-  Christmas past.
cation was Dr. James M. Childs, director for ELCA Studies on Sexuality My Big Fat Lutheran Christmas promises
The 2001 ELCA Churchwide Assembly created a mandate that this church engage to be the home-cooked comedy that splashes r.
in a study on homosexuality and a study on sexuality in a broader sense. The first study Tabasco in your cream of mushroom casse-
was to deal with the blessing of same-gender unions and the rostering of persons in role this holiday season. My Big Fat Lutheran
committed gay or lesbian relationships. The second study was to consider and develop a Christmas is created and performed by the very n
more broad social statement on sexuality." We need to overcome this reluctance within merry, and only partially Lutheran, team of
k    '.
the church to take up this issue," said Dr. Childs. " And I don' t think you can separate Shanan Wexler, Katy McEwen, Julie Grover, i
homosexuality from the whole issue of sexuality."       Jim Robinson, and" Fingergun" recruits James
According to Childs, the process has been ongoing for some time, but is by no means Lotter and Mike Fotis. Caleb McEwen is direct-
complete. The committee that has been assembled to wrestle with this difficult issue has ing and Peter Guertin will lead the carols. Andy
been working diligently for some time, but is still interested in input and feedback from Brynildson is in charge of tech and decor.
the broader community. " This is an ongoing, deliberative process," said Childs, " It is Luther Seminary will once again be hosting
important to have the participation of the whole church. There has been a lot of interest a trip to the Brave New Workshop. We will be
so far from throughout the church. I take that as a good sign."  headed to see My Big Fat Lutheran Christmas on Saturday, December 14, 2002. Meet
Interested parties are encouraged to visit the ELCA Studies on Sexuality web site at OCC at 6: 30pm. Show begins at 7:30. Tickets are$ 18 per person. Tickets must be
at http://www.elca.orgtfaithfuljoumey/. In addition to information on the committee' s paid for by Wednesday, December 11, 2002. For more information, contact Leland, in
activities and various progress reports there are opportunities for comment and feed-      the Dean of Student' s Office, at x249 or at dosostwk@luthersem.edu.
back. A draft study guide titled" A Message on Sexuality: Some Common Convictions"      Announcement
is available on the web. Copies of this guide may be downloaded for use in the
mM
congre-
gation
n A
gation today. Co ments on this study guide may be returned directly over the Internet A MemsMiiNistry mvit¢s yv/Q to ostr
from the web site through March 31, 2003.       4
Throughout the deliberation on this issue the committee will focus on scripture, AN,`tradition, science, culture and experience.  ' Deliberation is a time-honored activity
among the members of the baptismal community of the Body of Christ," said Childs.
It enables us to focus on dialogue over debate and respect over rhetoric. I don' t expect
we will ever reach total agreement on this subject, but we have developed all sorts of
moral statements without total agreement. Disagreement doesn' t mean this or any other r
i
C o i 20// Keynote speaker: Professor Roland Martinsonssue has to be church dividing."    Look for announcements in The Concord and around Campus!
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Denmark: Reflections After Returning Home by Brett Jorgensen Olympic Stadium The Brandenburg Gate is a beautiful structure with the Quadriga
sculpture on top, especially at night when it is all lit up. Just a block away to the north-
As I write this last journal, I'm sitting in my parents' kitchen in Blair.  I made it west sits Reichstag. It once again is the home of Germany' s parliament following its
home on December 1st after a wonderful 4-month experience in Denmark and three move from Bonn after reunification. (The building was never housed Hitler' s regime,
other European countries. The last time I wrote, I told you that I would write about my for the Nazi' s burned it down in 1933 as a pretext to get the Enabling Act passed by par-
travels in Denmark over our Autumn Holiday. Well, l didn' t have time to write, mainly liament. This allowed Hitler to dispose his opponents and begin his reign of terror.)
because of a 12- page, single-spaced paper that was due November 1st, all the going Between the two structures lies the Berlin Wall— at least what is left of it. Bricks,
away parties that followed, and my 11- day mini-Europe tour. So, I will tell you about even with the ground, road or sidewalk, have replaced the wall where it once stood
all the experiences over the last month-and- a-half of my time in Europe.       around West Berlin. It is now part of the road and traffic drives over it all the time. I
Over the Autumn Holiday ( 3rd Week of October) I traveled to the island of 7Ero guess that is the Berliners' way of saying thank you to the wall. Also between Reichstag
which is a small island to the south of Fyn. The town that I visited on the island was and Brandenburg Gate, crosses are found hanging on a fence which memorialize those
tEroskobing. It is the only town in Denmark where no modern buildings can be built individuals who were shot and killed as they tried fleeing to West Berlin.  Over 100
j in its downtown area; consequently, it maintains its historical character with its build-      people were killed between 1961 and 1989 with the last one dying in February 1989,
ings that date from the late 1600s to the early 1800s.  Cobblestone streets meander just 9 months before the wall was removed.
1 throughout the downtown and nifty tourist shops are found in many places. However, Potsdamer Platz is rapidly becoming the business center of Berlin. It was a hub of
the weather was miserable during my time. The winds howled between 30 and 40 mph urban life prior to WWII, but it was destroyed during the war. Afterwards it became
throughout my whole stay, the sun never shone, and it rained for most of the time. I did part of East Berlin and was deserted. After the wall fell, Potzdamer Platz exploded with
make the most of my trip as I bundled up to take pictures and to enjoy the Denmark v.      gigantic buildings, such as the Sony Center and the Chrysler building, and more and
Luxembourg football game at a local pub. (Denmark won 2-0). more buildings are being built today.
After I left the island of-,Ero, I headed to the city of Kolding on the Jutland peninsula. The Kaiser-Wilhelm Memorial Church stands in its bombed-out condition as a
Kolding was the home of my great-grandparents Jorgensen( Georgesen when they lived reminder of the horrors of war. Most of it was razed with a new chapel being erected in
in Denmark) before they emigrated to the US. I met up with a friend of a friend and its place, but the remainder of the original has become a museum. The Pergamonmu-
stayed with her during my time in Kolding. I searched for my ancestors' church, and seum contains the Pergamon altar from the town bearing its name. They believe it was
I may have found it. However, I will have to wait and have my pictures developed,      erected for both Zeus and Athena. Finally, the Olympic Stadium from the 1936 Olym-
so that my relatives can see if I found the right church. I also searched for their grave pics stands as an enormous structure on the outskirts of Berlin. The stadium is currently
stones but didn' t find them.  Denmark now has a policy where if a family or family under construction and renovation and should be ready by the start of the football season
member does not pay a fee to keep the headstone, the cemetery people will remove it.      in the spring.( I had a good chuckle when I found out that one of the streets going by the
Don' t worry, they won' t remove the bodies. They leave them right where they are.)      stadium was Jesse Owens Alle—just another thing to make Hitler spin in his grave.)
The policy seems a bit strange, but that is the way they do it.      After I left Berlin, I traveled 12 hours by bus to Vienna to visit two ladies from
I also headed to the town of Billund, northwest of Kolding, to visit LEGOland. Bil-      Blair who married Austrians and work there. They took me around the city visiting the
lund is the home of the LEGO Corporation. Its name derives from two Danish words Kaiser' s palace and silver collection and witnessing the impressive architecture around
LEg GOdt, meaning `play well'.( Only much later did the founder realize that ` lego' in the ring( i.e. central part of the city). They also took me to a typical Viennese coffee
Latin meant ` I combine' or` I put together'.) The company began making top-quality shop as well as to a typical winery in the countryside. The food, drink, and conversa-
wooden toys( i. e. horses and trains) before venturing into the LEGO brick, as we see it tion were great.
today, in the late 1940s/early 1950s. LEGOIand is a theme park with rides and LEGO Following two days in Vienna, I traveled 14 hours overnight by train to Rotterdam
constructions scattered throughout the park.  Some of the constructions include Mt.      where I visited a friend I met in Copenhagen. She gave me the grand tour of Rotterdam,
Rushmore( 1. 5 million pieces), Statue of Liberty, Parthenon, Copenhagen, Oslo, airport,      which is one of the largest harbor cities in the world. We took a harbor tour and saw all
and animals. Over 40,000,000 pieces were needed to construct everything.... the large container cargo ships, all the cranes that loaded the cargo onto the ships, and
After my program was over and all the good-byes were said to my classmates, I left on the yards/ lots that contained the large containers.  One of these yards/ lots could hold
November 17th for a small Europe tour. I first headed to Berlin for 3 days. I visited the over 1, 000 of these large containers— quite impressive. We also went up the Euromast
Brandenburg Gate, Reichstag( Parliament building), Potsdamer Platz, Kaiser-Wilhelm which is a lookout tower that reaches a height of 180 meters. The view was impressive,
Memorial Church, Pergamonmuseum, and Continued on next page but the pollution prevented a far-reaching Continued on next page
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view to Antwerp and Amsterdam.
I then headed back to Copenhagen on the 27th ( a 14-hour bus ride) to spend the
remainder of my time visiting the places I hadn' t seen yet, spending Thanksgiving with
the Americans at ICC, and spending time with friends I had made in Denmark. As for
the places I visited, I went to the Viking Ship Museum and the Roskilde Cathedral in
Roskilde( west of Copenhagen). The Viking Ship Museum contains remnants of Viking
Ships ( built between 1042 and 1072) that were sunk in the inlet as protective barriers
from enemies. The Cathedral in Roskilde houses all the coffins of the dead kings and
queens of Denmark in the side chapels, but it still holds worship services every Sunday.
I also went to the Copenhagen Cathedral( i.e. The Church of Our Lady) one last time, so
that I could take pictures of the inside as well as Bertel Thorvaldsen' s sculptures of the
12 disciples( Paul being the 12th).
Then December 1st rolled around, and Anderson, my friend from Bangalore, India,
helped me carry my 70+ kilos of luggage to the airport, so that I could head home. The
8- hour flight from Amsterdam to Minneapolis was nothing, especially after all those
long bus and train rides. ( The trip was shy of 10 1/ 2 hours overall with the 1 1/ x hours
from Copenhagen to Amsterdam and the 45 minutes from Minneapolis to Omaha.) I
was glad to be home, and I'm excited to come back to the seminary and see you all. I
wish you all a blessed Christmas season with loved ones, and I' ll see you all after the
New Year. Take care, and God bless.
When his disciples James and John saw it, they said, "Lord,
Do you want us to call down fire from heaven and consume
them?" But Jesus turned, and rebuked them. - Luke 9.54-55
Night Falls on the Dome of the Rock and the Western Wall In Jerusalem- Photos by Robert Smith
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